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Abstract
Metal–organic frameworks are a family of chemically diverse materials, with applications
in a wide range of fields covering engineering, physics, chemistry, biology and medicine. Until
recently research has focused almost entirely on crystalline structures, yet now a clear trend is
emerging shifting the emphasis onto disordered states including “defective by design” crystals,
as well as amorphous phases such as glasses and gels. Here we introduce a strongly associ-
ated MOF liquid, obtained by melting a zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF). We combine
in-situ variable temperature X-ray, ex-situ neutron pair distribution function experiments, and
first principles molecular dynamics simulations to study the melting phenomenon and the na-
ture of the liquid obtained. We demonstrate from structural, dynamical, and thermodynamical
information that the chemical configuration, coordinative bonding, and porosity of the parent
crystalline framework survive upon formation of the MOF liquid.
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Crystalline metal-organic frameworks have been proposed for application in a variety of situ-
ations which take advantage of their highly ordered and nanoporous structures, e.g. gas sorption
and separation,1–3 catalysis4 and ion transport.5 Inherent defects,6 structural disorder7 and near-
ubiquitous flexibility8 present significant challenges in the development of highly robust, selective
systems from perfect crystals. However, they also present opportunities, in creating functional “de-
fective by design” materials.9,10
Non-crystalline, or amorphous MOF systems are formed by avoidance of crystallization, or
induced collapse of crystalline systems by pressure, temperature, or ball-milling.11 In the case of
the zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) family,12,13 which adopt similar structures to inorganic
zeolites and are formed from Mn+ (Mn+ = e.g. Li+, B+, Zn2+) inorganic nodes connected by Im
based (Im = imidazolate, C3H3N−2 ) ligands, such amorphous systems resemble the continuous ran-
dom network of amorphous SiO2. Recently, the formation of a molten ZIF state from a crystalline
phase was observed in an inert argon atmosphere. No mass loss was observed during the formation
of the liquid, which upon cooling yielded a melt-quenched glass, possessing an extended Zn–Im–
Zn coordination network.14 Unlike reversible solid–liquid transitions in 1D or 2D coordination
polymers which occur below 500 K,15 melting processes in ZIFs have only been observed at high
temperatures, i.e. those exceeding 700 K.
The novelty of the liquid and glass states means microscopic insight into the mechanism of
melting, and the nature of the liquid produced are of great interest when considering the generality
of the mechanism in the wider MOF family. However, thus far, the narrow temperature range and
poorly understood kinetics-time stability of the fleeting liquid phase have precluded information
on any liquid MOF state. Particularly salient and intriguing considerations pertaining to the liquid
involve (i) “memory” of the crystalline framework conferred by remnant framework connectivity,
(ii) coordinative framework dynamics and (iii) the proximity of structure to that of an ionic or a
strongly associated liquid.16 The ability to form hybrid “porous liquids”, analogous to that of the
organic systems of the Cooper and James groups,17 would present a significant advance in the
field, and help shift attention away from the solid state.
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Motivated by the above questions and linking the MOF field to liquid, glass and polymer sci-
ence, we studied the melting of ZIF-4 via experimental and computational means. The dynamic
nature of the transition necessitated use of first principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) calcula-
tions, which have previously been successfully used in ionic liquid and disordered carbonate sys-
tems.18,19 Results were then combined with in-situ variable temperature X-ray and ex-situ neutron
pair distribution function (PDF) experiments to yield a complete picture of the melting process,
and, for the first time, an insight into the structure of a MOF-liquid.
Structural characterization upon heating and melting
We first studied the evolution in structure of ZIF-4, which is composed of Zn(Im)4 tetrahedra linked
by Zn–N coordinative bonds (Figures 1a,b), and forms a three dimensional, crystalline network
containing a maximum cavity diameter of 4.9 Å (Figure 1c). It shares a topology with that of
the mineral variscite, CaGa2O4, and a melting point of ca. 865 K has previously been identified,
though no atomistic modelling of experimental data has to date been performed on any MOF liquid
or glass.
A sample of ZIF-4 was prepared and evacuated according to previous literature procedures,20
and heated to 865 K in an argon tube furnace, before natural cooling to room temperature. The den-
sity has previously been shown to increase upon formation of a dense crystalline phase from ZIF-4
(1.24 g.cm−3 to 1.582 g.cm−3) and to 1.625 g.cm−3 for the glass.21,22 Neutron and X-ray total
scattering data were then collected using the GEM Diffractometer at the ISIS spallation source,
and the Diamond Light Source, UK, respectively. Conversion to the Pair Distribution Functions
(PDFs) was performed after data corrections (see Methods). Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) mod-
elling was subsequently performed, using as a starting model a previous Zn–Im–Zn continuous
random network (CRN) configuration, arising from an amorphous, non-glass ZIF phase (i.e. one
which had not passed through the liquid state).21 No changes to the network topology were neces-
sary, and the resultant configuration is shown in Figure 1d. A good fit to the experimental structure
factors was obtained (Figure 1e), which reproduces all salient features. This model represents the
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first obtained using experimental data on a MOF-glass.
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction data were then used to evaluate structural changes in the glass
upon heating. Given the strong analogies of the structure of the melt quenched ZIF glass to amor-
phous SiO2, the density of the melt was approximated as 95% of that of the glass at Tm. Figure 1f
shows the structure factor F(Q) recorded from the glass at temperatures of 304, 778, 796 and 856 K
on heating — while the corresponding total pair distribution functions are plotted in Figure S1. The
experimental structure factor for the glass at room temperature is largely similar to that previously
reported,14 with no visible Bragg peaks. The PDF contains the expected peaks at ca. 1.3 Å, 2 Å,
3 Å, 4 Å, and 6 Å, which correspond to C–C/C–N, Zn–N, Zn–C, Zn–N and Zn–Zn pair correlations
respectively.
Upon heating from 304 to 778 K, both the intensity and position of the first sharp diffraction
peak (FSDP), centered at 1.1 Å−1, remained approximately constant, as was the case with other
visible features in the F(Q). However, further heating to 856 K resulted in a more pronounced
intensity reduction and shift in the position of the FSDP to 1.3 Å−1, along with a near-total dis-
appearance of any features at higher Q values. This is in stark contrast to the case of liquid silica,
where negligible changes in the FSDP upon melting are indicative of significant intermediate range
order.23 The changes in the F(Q) result in a significantly decreased Zn–Zn correlation peak in the
corresponding high temperature PDFs, centered on 6 Å (Figure S1).
To probe the evolution of the ZIF structure upon heating and liquid formation from a microsopic
point of view, we performed first principles molecular dynamics simulation (FPMD) by running
constant-temperature MD simulations at temperatures of 300, 600, 800, and up to 2,250 K.24 Be-
cause of the computational cost of FPMD, these simulations cannot be performed directly on the
glass model — the unit cell of which is prohibitively large. Instead, we used the ZIF-4 crystalline
phase as starting point, with the change in structure factor upon heating in good agreement with
the trends observed experimentally (Figure 1f). Similarly close agreement is also witnessed in the
variable temperature total pair distribution functions (see Figure S2).
Moreover, in addition to the total PDFs, we calculated from the MD trajectories the PDFs
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for specific atom-atom correlations, which provide greater understanding of the salient real-space
structural movements. We plot in Figure 2a–c the partial radial distribution functions gi j(r) for Zn–
N, Zn–Im (where Im is the center of mass of the imidazolate group), and Zn–Zn pairs. In addition
to the overall thermal broadening of the peaks, there is a clear loss of long-range order at high
temperature. At intermediate temperatures (around 1,000 K), the system has liquid-like disorder,
with gi j(r) that do not go to zero after the first peak, though it retains some order at distances
larger than 10 Å. To characterize further this state, we plot in Figure 2d the generalized Lindemann
ratio,25 computed from the width of the first peak in the Zn–N and Zn–Zn partial radial distribution
functions. The usual criterion used to determine melting from the Lindemann ratio is between 10
and 15%, which indicates in our case a melting temperature between 1,000 and 1,500 K — and we
note that the Zn–Zn ratio shows a clear disruption in slope at 1,200 K.
Thermodynamics of melting
Approaching the phenomenon from a thermodynamic standpoint, we plot in Figure 2e the evolu-
tion of heat capacity CV as a function of temperature. We see a clear jump in the heat capacity, in-
dicative of a solid–liquid phase transition, from the value of the crystal phase (CV ≈ 2.2 J.g−1.K−1)
to a higher value for the ZIF liquid (CV ≈ 2.8 J.g−1.K−1). Integration yields an estimate for the
enthalpy of fusion of the ZIF of ∆Hfus = 173 J.g−1, which is in line with values for materials such
as quartz (∆Hfus = 146 J.g−1) and cristobalite (∆Hfus = 237 J.g−1).26
Since the melting of this supramolecular network is dependent upon partial dissociation and
reassociation of Zn–N coordination bonds, we used this distance as a reaction coordinate. From
the Zn–N partial radial distribution function, gZn–N(r), we calculated the potential of mean force
(PMF) between the two atoms at all temperatures, through the relation F(r) =−kBT lng(r). From
the resultant free energy profiles (Figure S3), we were then able to extract the temperature de-
pendence of the activation free energy (∆F‡) needed to break the Zn–N bond. It can be seen in
Figure S4 that ∆F‡ follows a van ’t Hoff law, ∆F‡(T ) = ∆H‡−T∆S‡, with ∆H‡ ≈ 121 kJ.mol−1
and ∆S‡ ≈ 34 J.mol−1.K−1 in this temperature range.
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The main contribution to the free energy barrier is thus energetic in nature, accompanied by a
minor entropic stabilisation. Moreover, the free energy barrier is still relatively high at the melting
temperature, with ∆F‡(T = 1,000 K) = 87 kJ.mol−1 = 10.5kBT . Hence, as in conventional solids,
melting occurs as a rare barrier-crossing event.27 Finally, comparison of the potential of mean force
for the Zn–Im coordinate with the PMF for Zn–N shows that breaking of the Zn–N bond is indeed
an entirely suitable choice of reaction coordination for this activated process: as shown in Table S1,
the thermodynamic parameters are almost identical in both cases.
Microscopic mechanism
Turning to a molecular level visualization of the melting process, we depict in Figures 3a and 3b
the distribution of Zn cation coordination numbers as a function of temperature. The ideal four-
fold coordination is maintained at low temperatures up to 1,200 K, where more than 94% of the Zn
ions are coordinated by four imidazolate groups. In this regime, the under-coordination of Zn2+
can be seen as a defect in the solid, and its concentration is found (as expected, Figure S5) to be
proportional to nd ∝ exp(−ε/kBT ), where ε ≈ 56 kJ.mol−1 is the energy required for defect for-
mation. These “undercoordinated” zinc ions can act as nucleation sites for melting. Going to higher
temperature, the proportion of undercoordinated Zn2+ increases dramatically, e.g. at 1,500 K with
59% 4-fold coordinated, 39% in 3-fold coordination, and 2% in 2-fold coordination. In contrast,
we note that pentacoordination is almost nonexistent in our simulations.
Focusing on typical individual linker exchange events of zinc cations provides the mechanistic
picture shown in Figure 3d (snapshots from a FPMD simulation at 1,500 K); the melting process
takes place over a few picoseconds through a sequence of well-defined steps. From an initial four-
fold coordinated zinc, one imidazolate linker moves away and is then replaced by a neighboring
Im group with a dangling nitrogen lone pair. Inspired by Laage et al.’s statistical treatment of
the molecular mechanism of reorientation in liquid water,28,29 we averaged over all events during
a molecular dynamics trajectory to plot the average distance of the outgoing and incoming N
atoms during an exchange — taking the reference time t = 0 when both nitrogren atoms are at
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equal distance from the zinc ion. This plot (Figure 3c) shows that the event is concerted and that
the exchange itself is rather fast, lasting less than 2 ps. This is very similar to what is seen for
a switch between hydrogen bond partners in liquid water: both are strongly associated liquids
forming a dynamic network with preferred tetrahedral association. The Zn–N bonds or Zn–Im
linkages breaking frequencies (see Supplementary Text, Figures S6 and S7, and Tables S2 and S3)
demonstrate the Arrhenian behaviour of the system, reinforcing the idea that melting is driven by
rare events disturbing the network.
Characterization of the liquid ZIF
To characterize the dynamics of the ZIF in the liquid phase, we calculated from our FPMD the
translational diffusion of both zinc cations and imidazolate anions. The plots of mean square dis-
placement over time, shown in Figure 4a and 4b, clearly show diffusive behaviour at temperatures
above 1,200 K, i.e. in the liquid phase. The translational diffusion of zinc and imidazolate are
clearly linked strongly, as the coefficients are very similar (see Table S4) and both follow an Ar-
rhenius law (see Figures S8 and S9): for example, at 1,500 K we have DIm = 7.7 10−10 m2.s−1 and
DZn = 6.5 10−10 m2.s−1. This similarity in anion and cation diffusion is a rather common feature
for ionic liquids. From these diffusion coefficients, we estimate the viscosity using the Stokes-
Einstein relation (η = kT/6pirD): with a Zn2+ ionic radius of 88 pm, the viscosity at 1,500 K is
19 mPa.s, and can be extrapolated by the Arrhenius law to 8000 mPa.s at 840 K, the experimental
melting temperature. Analysis of linker rotations (see Supplementary Text) shows a regime of free
rotation of the imidazolate linkers, at intermediate temperatures before melting.
Given the focus on porosity in MOFs, we investigated the nature of the liquid ZIF from a struc-
tural point of view. We performed statistical analysis of the instantaneous porosity along FPMD
trajectories at all temperatures using a geometric criterion for the determination of porosity and
a probe diameter of 2.4 Å, corresponding to the kinetic diameter of helium. The evolution of the
pore volume distribution is depicted in Figure 4c, from 300 K to higher temperatures. As expected
for the solid phase (T < 1,200 K), a slight broadening of the distribution is observed, which corre-
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sponds to increased thermal motion. However, at higher temperatures and particularly in the liquid
phase, we see that the porosity is maintained overall, with only a slight deviation in average to
lower pore volumes. This result, obtained in constant-volume simulations performed at density of
1.25 g.cm−3 inferred from the experimentally available data, were confirmed by shorter constant-
pressure simulations. Moreover, analysis of the accessible pore volume (i.e. excluding noncon-
nected void pockets) shows in Figure S10 that a large fraction of the void space in the ZIF liquid is
accessible porosity (going from 74% in crystalline ZIF-4 at 300 K to 95% in the liquid at 1,500 K).
We thus conclude that, even at very high temperatures, the ZIF forms a hybrid “porous liquid”,
quite different in nature from the organic systems recently reported,17 which are formed from cage
molecules providing a well-defined pore space in solvents whose molecules are too bulky to enter
the pores.30,31 This finding is in agreement with the available experimental data on the free volume
of ZIF glasses.32 This porosity is found to be larger than that typical of imidazolium ionic liquids
(whose ions are roughly of the same size as the imidazolate anion): those systems feature void
space whose size distribution is typically negligible above 1 Å in radius.33,34
To link the predicted liquid structure to experimental information, we performed Reverse Monte
Carlo (RMC) modelling on the X-ray total scattering data collected at 856 K (Figure 1f). The atom-
istic configuration derived for the glass in Figure 1d was used as a starting model, with a reduced
density to reflect the changes upon melting. The final configuration is shown in Figure 4d, along
with the fit to the experimental X-ray structure factor (Figure S11). Whereas the internal surface of
the glass at ambient temperature was calculated to be 4.8%, again using standard probe diameter
of 2.4 Å, that of the liquid at 856 K increased to 16.2%. Whilst transient in nature, linked voids
appear irregularly distributed throughout the configuration.
Perspectives
In this work, we introduce the general term “MOF liquid”, for a liquid formed from the melt-
ing of a MOF, due to the retention of chemical configuration and coordinative bonding modes
between the solid and liquid phases. Importantly, we show the retention of porosity in the liquid
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state, with a pore volume larger than in the glass state, making liquid ZIF-4 a rare example of an
intrinsically porous liquid, enabling a compromise between the selectivity of crystalline MOFs and
diffusivity of amorphous membranes.35 The demonstration and rationalization of melting in ZIF-4
provides a prototypical example in this new area, and a foundation on which further studies can be
based, thus opening the way to the design or identification of other MOFs with accessible liquid
or glass phases. The generality of the phenomenon depends upon a complex balance of melting
temperature Tm and ligand decomposition temperature Td. The latter is dependent on a multitude
of factors including atmosphere, heating rate and particle size, with faster heating rates of larger
particles in inert atmospheres observed to prolong degradation temperatures from ca. 473 K to
773 K for ZIF-8.36,37 It is also however dependent upon chemistry, with species such as nitroim-
idazole undergoing early thermal decomposition due to C–NO2 bond cleavage. This is consistent
with the experimental observation that ZIFs containing NO2-functionalized ligands decompose at
ca. 573 K, compared with 773 K for ZIF-4 and ZIF-8.38
To probe the generic nature of the ZIF melting, we investigated the high-temperature behaviour
of ZIF-8, which experimentally does not melt, through simulations. In these we do observe the
melting of ZIF-8, but at higher temperature than for ZIF-4, as evidenced by the four-fold coordi-
nation of zinc that is retained up to 1,250 K (Figure S12). The calculated PMF (Figure S13) along
the Zn–N coordinate for ZIF-8 give insight into its higher Tm: the activation free energy ∆F‡ for
zinc–imidazolate bond breaking are significantly larger for ZIF-8 than for ZIF-4, due to a higher
activation enthalpy ∆H‡ (145 vs. 127 kJ.mol−1, Figure S14). We thus see that the strength of ionic
interaction between metal cation and organic anion plays a key role in determining Tm, with lower
interaction strengths favouring melting.
In terms of extending this phenomenon to other families of MOFs, guidance may be given
by the work of Horike et al. on phosphate-based coordination polymers.15 Here, the interaction
strength between a tetrahedral Zn2+ ion and one phosphate ligand was reduced due to additional
interaction between the phosphate and imidazole. Whilst optical images of the crystal and glass
states of ZIF-4 infer a high viscosity at Tm,22 a decrease in interaction strength would also result
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in a decrease in viscosity. As demonstrated in Cooper, James et al.,17 such liquid gas separation
solutions offer major advantages over their solid porous counterparts due to the ease at which they
can be applied in existing industrial plants. They also present an opportunity to shape MOFs on
the macroscale, by using the liquid as a transient state en route to a glass, or recrystallised product.
The glasses formed have already been shown to have unique mechanical and chemical properties
when compared to existing organic, inorganic or metallic categories.14,39
Chemically tunable porous MOF liquids with tailored properties reminiscent of crystalline
structures will prove accessible through modification of inorganic centers and linker functional-
ization, length and shape — similar to those routinely used in the design and synthesis of MOF
crystal structures. Such materials would be of interest for liquid phase separations, homogeneous
catalysis and ion transport, alongside as an intermediary state in the formation of mechanically and
thermally stable MOF glasses retaining porous characteristics.
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Figure 1. Structure of the ZIF-4 crystal, glass, and structural evolution upon heating. (a)
The construction from metal ion and linker of Zn(Im)4 tetrahedra, the basic building unit of ZIF-4
(Im = imidazolate; Zn: green, N: blue, C: grey). (b) Representation of the cag topology adopted
by ZIF-4, where each polyhedra corner corresponds to one Zn(Im)4 tetrahedron. (c) Crystalline
structure of ZIF-4, with free volume represented in orange. (d) Atomic configuration of the melt
quenched glass, gained from modelling synchrotron and neutron total scattering data. (e) Experi-
mental neutron structure factor F(Q) data and the fit from the configuration shown in (d). Inset:
X-ray data and fit. (f) Experimental glass (top) and computational ZIF-4 (bottom) X-ray structure
factors upon heating.
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Methods
Neutron Total Scattering
A sample of deuterated ZIF-4 was prepared by directly substituting C3D4N2 for C3H4N2 in the
synthetic methodology previously reported for ZIF-4,20 and melt-quenched according to published
procedures.14 Data were measured at room temperature using the GEM diffractometer at ISIS40
on the sample which filled a 6 mm diameter thin-walled cylindrical vanadium can to 36 mm. Suit-
able background subtraction and corrections were performed using measurements from an empty
vanadium can, empty instrument, 8 mm V-5.14% Nb rod, and the Gudrun software.40
X-ray Total Scattering (Room Temperature)
Data were collected at the I15-1 beamline at the Diamond Light Source, UK (λ = 0.158345 Å,
78.3 keV). A small amount of the sample used in the neutron total scattering experiment was
loaded into a glass capilliary of 0.76 mm diameter. Data on the sample, empty instrument and
capillary were collected in the region of ∼ 0.4 < Q <∼ 26 Å−1. Background, multiple scatter-
ing, container scattering, Compton scattering and absorption corrections were performed using the
GudrunX program.41,42
X-ray Total Scattering (Variable Temperature)
Measurements were performed on a sample of melt-quenched ZIF-4 glass produced in an identical
manner to those used for the X-ray room temperature measurements. Data were collected at the
Advanced Photon Source, USA on the 11-ID-B beamline (λ = 0.143 Å, 86.7 keV), in the range
0.6 < Q <∼ 24 Å−1. A finely ground sample of the glass was loaded into a 1 mm diameter silica
capillary, along with glass wool to hold it in place during the melting process. Data were collected
under flowing argon gas at room temperature, and then upon heating from 298 K in ca. 100 K steps
to 778 K. Subsequent measurements were performed every 6 K. Data were corrected in the same
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manner as the room temperature X-ray measurements.
Reverse Monte Carlo Modelling
To produce the structural configuration of the melt quenched glass, the RMCProfile software43
was used to refine an atomistic starting model for an amorphous, non melt-quenched ZIF described
previously,21 against the neutron and X-ray F(Q) and neutron PDF room temperature data. The
resultant configuration was then used as a starting input model for an RMCProfile refinement of
the structure of the liquid, using the X-ray total scattering data collected at 856 K. The density of
the model was adjusted to match that determined experimentally for the glass and liquid phases
(the densities used are summarized in Supplementary Table S5).
First principles molecular dynamics
The behaviour of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks as a function of temperature was studied by
means of density functional theory (DFT)-based molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, using the
Quickstep module44 of the CP2K software package.45 We used the hybrid Gaussian and plane
wave method GPW as implemented in CP2K. The simulations were performed in the constant-
volume (N,V,T ) ensemble with fixed size and shape of the unit cell. A timestep of 0.5 fs was used
in the MD runs, the temperature was controlled by velocity rescaling.46 MD simulations consisted
of an equilibration period of 5 ps and production period between 60 ps and 220 ps, depending on
the temperature, to study the dynamics of the liquid.
The exchange-correlation energy was evaluated in the PBE approximation,47 and the disper-
sion interactions were treated at the DFT-D3 level.48 The Quickstep module uses a multi-grid
system to map the basis functions onto. We kept the default number of 4 different grids but chose
a relatively high plane-wave cutoff for the electronic density to be 600 Ry, as already used in
Ref. 49, and a relative cutoff (keyword REL_CUTOFF in CP2K) of 40 Ry for high accuracy. Va-
lence electrons were described by double-zeta valence polarized basis sets and norm-conserving
Goedecker–Teter–Hutter50 pseudopotentials all adapted for PBE (DZVP-GTH-PBE) for H, C and
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N or optimized for solids (DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH) in the case of Zn. Representative input files
for the molecular dynamics simulations are available as supporting information, and online in our
data repository at https://github.com/fxcoudert/citable-data.
The unit cell studied for ZIF-4 (space group Pbca) is the orthorhombic primitive unit cell,
which contains 272 atoms, with cell parameters a = 15.423 Å, b = 15.404 Å, c = 18.438 Å, and
α = β = γ = 90°. These unit cell parameters were the result of a full geometry optimization (atomic
and unit cell parameters) of the ZIF-4 crystal at 0 K. The density obtained is 1.25 g.cm−3, in good
agreement with the crystallographic density of 1.22 g.cm−3 at room temperature, and all simula-
tions were performed with this density. In order to test the validity of the constant-volume approach
(dictated by reasons of computation cost), we ran shorter constant-pressure (N,P,T ) simulations
at 300 K and 1,500 K. These simulations both yielded an average density of 1.22 g.cm−3 (with
instantaneous fluctuations of ±0.09 g.cm−3), showing that the variations of density upon heating
and melting are minimal. Finally, constant-volume FPMD simulations at 300 K and 1,500 K were
performed at a density of 1.6 g.cm−3, and their structure factors are compared to those obtained at
1.25 g.cm−3 in Figure S16.
Trajectory analysis
The Lindemann ratio ∆ is computed from the width of the first peaks in the different partial ra-
dial distribution functions as a measure of the fluctuation of atomic positions and interparticular
distances:
∆=
FWHM
d0
(1)
where FWHM is the full width at half maximum of the first partial radial distribution function peak
(estimated by a Gaussian fit) and d0 corresponds to the mean interatomic distance (calculated as
the maximum of the first peak), i.e. d0 = 5.95 Å for Zn–Zn and d0 = 2.0 Å for Zn–N.
The coordination number for nitrogen atoms around the zinc cation is computed by taking
a cut-off radius of 2.5 Å, a value chosen from the Zn–N partial radial distribution function at
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room temperature. We checked that the precise value used does not influence the outcome of the
calculations, nor does the choice of a discontinuous criterion (vs. the use of a damping function
near the cut-off value).
From the MD simulations, we can extract the internal energy U(T ) as the average of the total
energy of the system. From these values we can then calculated the heat capacitiesCV (T ) by finite
differences:
Cv
(
T1 +T2
2
)
=
U(T2)−U(T1)
T2−T1 (2)
where T1 and T2 are two successive temperatures in our series of simulations. Uncertainties were
calculated by block averaging over 5 different blocks of the trajectories. Furthermore, we can
estimate the enthalpy of fusion by writing the energy difference in heating the system from T1 =
1,000 K to T2 = 1,500 K:
∆U =CV (T1)× (T2−T1)+∆Hfus (3)
In order to compute the total porous volume, we used the freely available software Zeo++.51–53
It uses a geometric decomposition of space to compute the accessible and non-accessible volume
to a sphere of a given radius. We have taken a value a 1.2 Å simulating the porous volume as
seen by a helium molecule, calculating the distribution of instantaneous total pore space (sum of
the accessible and the non-accessible volume) along the MD trajectories at each temperature. We
also studied the evolution of pore volume distribution as a function of probe radius at 1,500 K, as
plotted in Figure S15.
Data availability
Experimental and computational data supporting the findings of this work are available from the
public GitHub online repository at https://github.com/fxcoudert/citable-data
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